This paper presents a new notion of typing for logic programs which generalizes the notion of directional types. The generation of type dependencies for a logic program is fully automatic and optimal with respect to a given domain of types. The analysis method is based on a novel combination of program abstraction and ACIuni cation. The method is both theoretically clean and easy to implement using general purpose tools. Type dependencies are obtained by abstracting programs, replacing concrete terms by type expressions, and evaluating the meaning of the abstract programs using a standard bottom-up interpreter for logic programs enhanced by ACI-uni cation. E ciency is maintained by choosing a non-ground semantics which results in a concise representation for types and also contributes to the persistence of analyses to changes in the underlying domain of types. The proposed method has been fully implemented and the experimental results are promising.
Introduction
One of the foremost impediments to providing ecient implementations of logic programming languages is the absence of the notions of types and modes in these languages. Acknowledging this state of a airs, the literature is rich in contributions with the common aim of providing adequate type and mode information to aid compilers in overcoming this obstacle (see for example 27]). Recently there has been a growing in-terest in the notion of directional types for logic programs which combine types and modes. Directional types, originally proposed in 29] and more recently in 1, 22, 8, 3, 26, 7] , have proven useful in applications such as proving termination of programs and controlling execution of programs through a delay mechanism. Directional types have a declarative aspect as well as an operational aspect prescribing not only types for the relations in a program but also the intended ways in which they will be called.
The type analyses proposed in this paper capture type dependencies which characterize the set of possible directed types of a given program and hence generalize the notion of directional types. Type dependencies are rst mentioned in 21] and are reminiscent of the implication types of 28]. The contribution of this paper is in the technique applied to infer type dependencies. The general idea is to de ne a program abstraction such that the concrete meaning of an abstract program provides the required program analysis. The technique is general and has been shown to facilitate the design and implementation of useful semantic based program analyses. For the analysis of type dependencies we propose an abstraction which replaces concrete program terms by abstract type expressions which are constructed using a binary operator which is associative, commutative and idempotent. The meaning of programs involving type expressions is formalized by enhancing a standard semantics for logic programs with ACI-uni cation 1 4, 23] . As a consequence, type inference is reduced to evaluating the meaning of an abstract program. No additional proof theory, no special inference rules and no special inference procedures are required. The justi cation of a program analysis follows by formalizing the correspondence between con-crete terms and type expressions and showing that the ACI-uni cation of type expressions mimics correctly the concrete uni cation of terms. The combination of program abstraction and ACI-enhanced concrete evaluation results in a promising technique which is both theoretically clean and easy to implement using general purpose tools.
The idea of obtaining static analyses by program abstraction is derived from ideas presented in 18, 12, 17, 11, 10] and has been applied in a variety of applications 32, 14, 16, 15] . Unique to our approach is the combination of a simple syntax directed program abstraction for types and a standard equality theory for type expressions. We pay special attention to the role of variables in abstract programs and in their semantics. It turns out, similar to the case of classic semantics for logic programs, that there is a reason for introducing variables to the underlying Herbrand base.
Preliminaries
In the following we assume a familiarity with the standard de nitions and notation for logic programs as described in 24] . We assume a rst order language with a xed vocabulary of predicate symbols, function symbols and variables denoted ; and V. We let T ( ; V) denote the set of terms constructed using symbols from and variables from V; Atoms( ; ; V) denotes the set of atoms constructed using predicate symbols from and terms from T ( ; V). We assume the standard ordering on terms and other syntactic objects. We let t 1 t 2 denote that t 1 is less instantiated than t 2 . For substitutions we write 1 2 if there exists a substitution such that 2 = 1 . The most general uni er of syntactic objects s 1 and s 2 is denoted mgu(s 1 ; s 2 ).
Classic semantics for logic programs associate programs with their minimal models. Namely, the set of ground atoms in the underlying alphabet which can be proven using the given program. The minimal model of a program can be evaluated as the least xed point of the following immediate consequences operator 
Our analyses are based on the s-semantics 13, 6] , which is a non-ground version of the standard minimal model semantics. The s-semantics of a program P is a set of possibly non-ground atoms which characterizes both declarative as well as operational properties of a program. In particular: (a) the ground instances of the s-semantics is precisely the minimal model of P; and (b) the computed answer substitutions for any initial goal G with P are determined by solving G using the (potentially in nite) set of atoms in the ssemantics of P. The s-semantics of P is evaluated as the least xed point of an immediate consequence operator T s P : 2 BV ! 2 BV similar to the operator of Equation (1) . However in this case the underlying domain involves possibly non-ground atoms from the set B V = Atoms( ; ; V). h h b1; : : : ; bn is a renamed instance of a clause in P; a1; : : : ; an 2 I ; = mgu(hb1; :::; bni; ha1; :::; ani) 9 > = > ; (2) The main advantage of using a non-ground semantics in our context is that the meaning of a program fragment is determined by the symbols it contains without considering the entire underlying alphabet. The advantages of using a non-ground semantics become more tangible in cases where we wish to actually compute program meanings | as in the case of semantic based program analysis. For program analyses this facilitates e cient evaluation and a more concise representation. For type analysis this facilitates the speci cation of polymorphic types. Moreover, it implies that the analysis is often persistent to changes in the underlying type domain.
A Motivating Example
Intuitively, a type is an object which represents a set of terms in a rst order language. In our setting a type speci es the set of function symbols which occur along designated paths in the terms described by that type. For example, the type list represents any term in which only the symbols cons=2 and nil=0 occur on the right most path of the term's tree. 2 In this example and throughout we adopt the Edinburgh syntax for Prolog letting HjT] denote the list with head H and tail T.
type( H jT]) = list type(T ) = list T the instances of which (over the type alphabet) specify the types of the instances of the original term H jT] (over the concrete alphabet).
Our concern in designing a type analysis for logic programs is to correctly describe the semantics of a program. However, we should capture also its operational behavior. While the type of the append relation should indicate that its second and third arguments may involve arbitrary terms, it should also indicate for speci c queries that their answers de nitely involve list structures. It is the notion of type dependencies which provides a solution.
Given a speci cation of the types in the world, programs are abstracted by replacing each term by its 
The meaning of this abstract program provides type information for the original program. There are several ways to evaluate the meaning of such abstract programs. First consider an evaluation using the standard T P operator of Equation (1) 
The problem with this approach is that the number of ground instances of an abstract term is exponential in the size of the underlying domain of types. Let us consider now an alternative evaluation using the non-ground semantic operator of Equation (2) . In this case we must consider a suitable uni cation algorithm which incorporates the equality theory forexpressions. We formalize this in the coming sections. The meaning of the above mentioned abstract append program is obtained with this semantics in two iterations giving: append(list; Ys; Ys): append(list; Ys; list Ys): (6) The advantage of the second approach is that the meaning of a program fragment depends only on the structures occurring in that fragment | namely on the constant list in the abstract append relation. This contributes to an e cient implementation as only the relevant parts of the domain of types need be considered. In addition, the result of the analysis is valid for any type domain with the relevant syntactic objects. So, in particular if the type domain is altered to add new types or to remove irrelevant types, then the result of the type analysis remains correct.
The analyses illustrated in (5) and (6) describe the types of the argument positions of atoms in the minimal model of the append program They also specify dependencies between these types. For example, the atoms in (6) (and in (5)) indicate that the second argument of the append relation is a list if and only if the third argument is a list. We can determine the type of the success pattern of a query G by solving the abstraction of G in the atoms of (5) or of (6) . For example, the success patterns of a query with an abstraction of the form append(list; list; X ) will always satisfy X = list and the success patterns of a query with an abstraction of the form append(A; B; list) will always satisfy A = list; B = list. Type dependencies are more general than directional types. Directional types can be derived by solving a description of an input goal using the type analysis as the program. The two directional types described above can be indicated as append(list #; list #; list ") and append(list "; list " ; list #) where # indicates an input type and " an output type.
In addition to directional types we can also characterize the way a predicate is called in the course of a computation. For example, if the rst two arguments in the initial append goal are lists, then in any subsequent call to append the rst two arguments will be lists as well. Similarly, if the initial call is described by append(X ; Y ; list) then also all subsequent calls are described by append(X ; Y ; list). This type of information is derived by applying the type analysis described above to the Magic set transformation 5] of the abstract program and an abstraction of the initial goal. A similar approach is illustrated in 11] and a formal justi cation given in 9].
In the following we will describe in more detail the type analysis of logic programs and its implementation. In addition, the approach illustrated above will be generalized to capture also polymorphic type analyses. a includes a binary set constructor , description constants (e.g. integer/0, char/0, atom/0) and unary description symbols (e.g. list/1, tree/1). Intuitively, the description symbols represent sets of function symbols in the corresponding concrete alphabet . For example, the description constant list might represent the symbols cons and nil in the concrete alphabet and the description constant integer might represent the symbols s and 0 . The unary description symbols also represent sets of functions symbols and are used to express type polymorphism as in: list(integer) which can be read as list of integers. We assume that a contains a special element ? which does not describe any concrete function symbol. Abstract terms, also called types, are elements of T ( a ; V). Intuitively, an abstract term describes concrete terms | depending on the function symbols that occur on designated paths in the terms. Each function symbol in is associated with a set of designated argument positions which determine the designated paths in a term.
We say that an abstract term is ground if it contains no variables; we say that it is monomorphic if it does not involve any unary description symbols. If an abstract term is not monomorphic then we say that it is polymorphic. Abstract atoms are entities of the form p( 1 ; : : :; n ) where p=n 2 and 1 ; : : :; n are abstract terms. The domain of abstract terms is associated with an equality theory = aci induced by the following axioms: (x y) z = x (y z) (associativity) x y = y x (commutativity) x x = x (idempotence)
These axioms give the avor of a set constructor: intuitively, an abstract term describes the set of function symbols which may occur on designated paths in a concrete term. In addition, each of the unary description symbols in the abstract alphabet can be distributed over , i.e. for f =1 2 a f (x y) = f (x) f (y) (8) Abstract terms (or atoms) are associated with an ordering much the same as concrete syntactic objects. We will say that an abstract term 1 is less instantiated than an abstract term 2 , denoted 1 2 , if there exists a uni er such that 2 = aci 1 . We will say that 1 and 2 are aci-equivalent if 1 
The Semantics of Types
The relation between concrete and abstract terms is determined by an abstraction function : ! a which associates each concrete function symbol with a corresponding description symbol from a partitioning the set of concrete function symbols. In addition each function symbol f =n 2 is associated with a set of designated argument positions (f ) which is a subset of f1; : : :; ng. Intuitively, the type of a term f (t 1 ; : : :; t n ) will be determined by (f ) and by the types of the designated subterms ft i j i 2 (f )g. Using and we de ne an abstraction function type : T ( ; V) ! T ( a ; V) which denotes the types of the concrete terms. This function lifts naturally to abstract atoms, sets of atoms, clauses and programs.
type(t i ) if T = f (t 1 ; : : :; t n ) and (f ) is a constant
if T = f (t 1 ; : : :; t n ) and (f ) is unary (9) The correspondence between types and terms is formalized by a description relation as follows:
De nition 5. A Monomorphic Type Analysis Consider an abstract alphabet containing the description constants: list/0, integer/0, tree/0, and other/0 and assume that maps concrete function symbols as follows: cons=2 7 ! list=0, nil=0 7 ! list=0, s=1 7 ! integer=0, 0=0 7 ! integer=0, tree=3 7 ! tree=0, void=0 7 ! tree=0, and maps all other function symbols to other/0. The designated argument positions are: (cons=2) = f2g, (s=1) = f1g, (tree=3) = f2; 3g, and for all other function symbols f =n, (f =n) = ;. In this case Equation (9) takes the following form: (10) It follows immediately that the abstract term list describes those terms which are lists. The abstract term list tree describes \strange" objects which mix tree and list constructs such as 1; 2; 3 j tree(4; void; void)] and tree(1; 2; 3]; 4]). It is the axiom of commutativity which blurs our ability to distinguish between these terms. However both of them refer to erroneous terms which will probably never arise in the analysis of a real program Polymorphic Type Analysis Consider an abstract alphabet containing list/1, integer/0, tree/1, and other/0 and assume that maps cons=2 and nil=0 to list/1, s=1 and 0=0 to integer/0, tree=3 and void=0 to tree/1, and all other function symbols to other/0. The designated argument positions are: (cons=2) = f2g, (s=1) = f1g, (tree=3) = f2; 3g, and (f =n) = ; for all other function symbols f =n. In this case, Equation (9) takes the following form: (11) Observe that the empty list is characterized as a list in which every element is of the type ? (no such elements exist). Likewise the empty tree is abstracted to tree(?).
Intuitively an expression of the form list(integer) denotes a list whose elements are integers hence expressing type polymorphism. More formally, this means that while traversing a concrete term, using Equation (11) The expression list(A) X describes a list structure with elements of type A with a variable X as its tail. It describes also other terms including those described by its instance list(A) list(B). and its corresponding abstraction following the de nition in Equation (11) Uni cation of Type Expressions The uni cation of -expressions is an instance of the general E-uni cation problem for which we consider the equality theory of Equations (7) and (8) For most applications a complete set of E-uni ers is su cient and easy to compute. For reasons of e ciency such a set should be as small as possible. A minimal complete set U E ( 1 ; 2 ) of uni ers of 1 and 2 , is a complete set satisfying the additional condition: for all ; 2 U E ( 1 ; 2 ); E implies = . A minimal complete set of E-uni ers may not always exist and even if it does may not be nite. This depends on the equational theory E. For example, with the empty theory the uni cation problem is unitary | a minimal complete set always exists and has cardinality 1. The equational theory assumed in this paper is nitary | a minimal complete set always exists and has nite cardinality. The speci c uni cation problem we consider is very similar to ACI1 (associative, commutative, idempotent, unit) uni cation which is extensively studied in the literature. Our uni cation algorithm is a slight modi cation of the ACI-uni cation algorithm described in 23] which incorporates the additional axiom of Equation (8) . This modi cation is facilitated by the following observations:
1. The ACI1 uni ers of terms 1 and 2 can be obtained as the ACI uni ers of 1 ? and 2 ?. 2 . Let E denote the equality theory of Equations (7) and (8) . The E-uni ers of terms 1 and 2 can be obtained as the ACI1 uni ers of corresponding normal forms 0 1 and 0 2 in which subterms of the form f (A B) are repeatedly rewritten to f (A) f (B). Our algorithm, (like all of the other known algorithms for AC and ACI uni cation), provides a complete, not necessary minimal, set of uni ers. Although, the redundant uni ers can be removed from this set, the overhead is not worthwhile. In fact in most cases the set of uni ers is close enough to minimal. It is an open problem to provide a uni cation algorithm which directly computes the minimal set of uni ers.
Example 4 The following eight uni ers consist of the complete set of uni ers computed by our algorithm for the uni cation
The theoretical complexity of the underlying ACIuni cation problem is NP-complete 20]. Our uni cation algorithm is exponential in the size of the unificands. Our analysis algorithm considers a complete set of uni ers which in general may consist of an exponential number of elements. However, in practice the cost of the uni cation as well as the number of uni ers is markedly reduced when there are few variables involved in a uni cation. This contributes considerably to the feasibility of type analysis as typically uni cations do not involve many variables.
The Inference Procedure
As stated above, the main advantage of our approach to type analysis is that no proof theory for types or special type inference rules are required. Type Figure 1 uses the (abstract) facts proven so far to infer instances of the heads of the clauses in the (abstract) program (using clauses %3 | %5). New facts are added to the set of facts (using clauses %6 | %8) until nothing new can be inferred. The evaluator is very similar to the one presented in 11]. The main di erence is that standard uni cation is replaced by a uni cation algorithm for -expressions and a normal form for abstract terms is required. Correctness The type analysis for a program P is obtained by evaluating the ACI-enhanced semantics of the abstraction of P (using the inference procedure of Figure 1 Bottom-up semantics for logic programs do not capture the set of calls which arise in the computation of an initial goal. However transformation techniques such as the Magic-set method (e.g., 5]) can be applied to capture call patterns using bottom-up semantics. These techniques, originally developed to optimize database applications have proven useful in the context of program analysis (see 9] for a list of references and a formal justi cation; see 11] for an application). The basic idea is that, for a given program P and goal G, the meaning of the transformed program magic(P; G) re ects both calls and answers for G and P. Precision The following result states that our inference of types is optimal with respect to a given abstraction of programs. This means that once we have xed an instance of Equation (9) As a corollary we may observe that the theorem implies that the presence of an \unintended" object such as list tree in the type of a program is due to a corresponding unintended object in the semantics of the program itself (or in another program with the same abstraction). In particular, if the s-semantics of a program contains no such \unintended" objects, then neither will the type of the program. It is worth noting that when applying type analysis to derive types for calls and answers of a program with a speci c initial goal, the \unintended" types typically disappear, as for instance in Example 7. This is because the s-semantics of the corresponding magic program no longer includes concrete atoms to justify their presence.
Conclusion
This paper demonstrates a practical technique for determining type dependencies for logic programs. The technique is based on a simple notion of program abstraction combined with an evaluation based on semantic uni cation. This approach leads to a design in which type uni cation can be de ned using a simple extension of standard ACI-uni cation. This facilitates both implementation and formal justi cation of the analyses. In the proposed technique, no proof theory for types or special type inference rules are required. Type dependencies are obtained by evaluating the ACI-enhanced concrete meaning of its abstraction.
We have implemented a working analyzer for the technique described in this paper. The implementation is based on the simple meta-interpreter of Figure 1 enhanced by standard optimizations such as (a) considering the strongly connected components of a program's call graph and (b) performing semi-naive evaluation of the xpoint. Initial measurements show that even a plain meta-interpreter non-optimized version of the analyzer computes polymorphic type dependencies much faster than the previous work described in 10] . A standard collection of medium sized benchmarks (see 10] and 11]) have been analysed with reasonable timings. For monomorphic types all analyses are performed in less than one second; for polymorphic types most analyses are performed within a few seconds. However several of the analyses involve abstract terms with a large number of variables and indicate that further abstraction will be necessary to make our approach practical | perhaps forfeiting precision to provide type dependencies within a reasonable time. This is the topic of continuing work.
